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Objectives
• What is the start to the journey to project's success?

• What are the essentials that you need to pack in order to turn this into 
success?

• Who can help you on this journey/ who needs to know you are on this 
journey and how can you make sure they stay with you until the end?
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Key vocabulary
Capitalisation Transfer and reuse of your project’s work.

Product Anything your project produces that can be transferred and 
reused, creating a wider impact.  

Takers Organisations who may adopt and reuse your work. 

North Star The key 1-3 impacts your project expects to have. Must reflect 
the objective in your project application.  



EXERCISE TIME

If you had a month off, 
would you rather go to...
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EXERCISE TIME

How do you like to relax?  
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EXERCISE TIME

Where in the world 
would you go?  
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What is your favourite place in the North Sea Region? 
How would you "sell" the idea of going there to another person?

EXERCISE TIME

Sell a place - part 1
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EXERCISE TIME

Sell a place - part 2
Convince your neighbour to visit your favourite place.

(Your neighbour seems to be a bit difficult to be convinced though.)

©Macrovector © Bomsymbols via Canva.com 



Capitalisation in Interreg
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Capitalisation in Interreg

Transfer and reuse of 
knowledge generated by 

Interreg projects

©Roman Amanov via Canva.com
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Capitalisation process
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Transfer 

to new 

places



Transfer 

to new 

sectors
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Why care about capitalisation?
TABLE DISCUSSION 

Discuss why capitalisation would 
matter in your projects. 
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Workbook time
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Coffee pit stop
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7
essentials

1 Define your  
impact

2 Identify 
relevant work

3 Know your 
takers

4 Engage 
with takers

6 Wrap 
your work

7 Help your 
takers along

5 Build your 
case



7
essentials 2 Identify 

relevant work



Workbook time
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Which of the "products" listed in your application 
could create the most positive impact ? 

Note your answer on a card and place the card in the hat. 

©kerismaker,, © Bomsymbols via Canva

TABLE EXERCISE

Pitch your product



Lunch break

©Kida via Canva.com





7
essentials

3 Know your 
takers

4 Engage with 
takers



Know your takers

The  sharper your focus,  
the higher your chance of success!
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Engaging early on
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What attracts 
their interest?

Who can act as 
multipliers?

Can you involve 
them directly?



Do you know: 

…Where your takers hang out?

…Where they get their info?

…What their challenges and frustrations are?

…What their goals and priorities are right now?

Understand your takers
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…What is their preferred form of communication?

…Which phrases and lingo do they use?

…What is their budget?

…What does a day in their life look like?

…What makes them happy?

Understand your takers  
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Workbook time
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List the key taker groups for each of your project’s 2-3 
main products. Share within the group.

The group selects 3 taker groups to work with together. 

The group shares successful approaches to engage with 
the 3 selected taker groups.

TABLE EXERCISE

Know and engage your takers

1

2

3

©nikaniki via Canva



REFLECTIONS
Knowing & engaging with takers
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Workbook time
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7
essentials6 Wrap your 

work

7 Help your 
takers along

5 Build your 
case



How can you create confidence in the 
benefits of your product?

How can you gather strong proof 
points?

Essential 5 

Build your case
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Essential 6 

Wrap your work

©Mechichi, © Procrea via Canva.com

How can you best present your work 
to create interest in your product?



Is it hard for your users to learn to use 
your product? Do they have the knowhow? 

Can you support them and ease their path?

Essential 7 

Help your takers along

©Mechichi via Canva



REFLECTIONS
Motivating takers to adopt and 

reuse your work

©iconsy via Canva



TABLE EXERCISE

Lottery: Convince your takers 

Note down one product and one taker group 
for that product. 

©Mechichi , © Bomsymbols via Canva

Place the paper in the hat for a lottery draw. 

1

2



Workbook time

©Eridanka, ©Mechichi via Canva.com



Coffee pit stop

©Eridanka, ©Macrovector via Canva.com



7
essentials

1 Define your  
impact

2 Identify relevant 
work

3 Know your 
takers

4 Engage 
with takers

6 Wrap your 
work

7 Help your 
takers along

5 Build your 
case





Idea generation round

1. The facilitator asks a question.

2. Reflect on possible answers. 

3. One person shares one answer. 
4. The next person comments: “What I 

really like about the idea is … and on 
top of that …“

5. Continue round the table.

TABLE EXERCISE

©Amy Udani, © BomSymbols, ©Guiseppe Ramos D.via Canva.com 



Idea generation round
TABLE EXERCISE

Question 1: What are you doing or 
planning to do to bring capitalisation on 
your partnership´s agenda?

Question 2: What will motivate partners to 
commit to capitalisation?

©Amy Udani, © BomSymbols, ©Guiseppe Ramos D.via Canva.com 



And now…

Inputs from experienced 
Interreg North Sea  project people
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Workbook time

©Eridanka, ©Mechichi via Canva.com



7

Go the extra mile
Time to think about the next 
leg of your journey!



Back to square one: 
The impact challenge

SLIDO.COM: #TakeUP

Enter your single most important impact.
How would you present it to the takers?



Workbook time
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How can we help on your 
next steps?

©Eridanka, ©hayauli via Canva.com



Before you go….

Make a pledge to yourself



And now….

EVALUATION TIME



Good luck on your journeys!
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